1. Operating tractor near embankment.
2. Tractor operator not looking where he is going.
3. Child playing under overhanging ledge and near water.
4. Uncoupled wagon left on slope without blocking.
5. Broken shovel handle.
6. Clearance inadequate for man with pick.
7. Unsafe well cover.
8. Pulling bales by wire instead of using hook.
9. Lifting in wrong position; (a) turning, (b) without bending knees.
10. Working on insecure footing.
12. Dangerous way to cross fence with gun.
15. Case of explosives near work.
16. Crimping cap with teeth.
17. Working under protruding axe handle.
18. Shooting from log.
19. Humans in line of fire.
20. Scythe and pitchfork in unsafe place.
21. Operating tractor from ground to couple trailer.
22. Pulling stump with chain to axle and tractor in ditch.
23. Obstructed vision at entrance to highway.
24. Burning trash near barn.
25. Junk and loose boards with nails strewn about.
26. Broken ladder supported on box.
27. Unsafe footing for repairing silo.
28. Supporting braces for barn create tripping and striking hazards.
29. No lightning protection for buildings.
30. Dead tree close to house.
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